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They are people concerned with the big picture who have managed to carve out a role for themselves.
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This newsletter is dedicated to all of the volunteers who have donated time to
support LWOB’s rule of law programming around the world.
The LWOB model depends upon a diverse array of professionals who volunteer in many different
aspects of LWOB operations or projects.
In this issue, you’ll read how much they appreciate the experience of volunteering for LWOB. This is
our chance to acknowledge how much we at LWOB appreciate you and the hard work and
commitment you bring to your work with us. For your
passion, interest in rule of law and development, dedication and commitment
Thank You.
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As told to LWOB intern Léa Le Cam and Moriah Son

Stephanie Case

is a lawyer working in international

human rights and humanitarian law.
What was the transition like to be a
student volunteer working with LWOB
to now as an attorney?
Now I definitely have more experience
of course, but the transition was not difficult because I have
the same energy, curiosity, and dedication to LWOB now as I
did back then. Perhaps I take fewer risks and make fewer
mistakes now though!
How have you volunteered for LWOB?
I worked as a trial observer, heading off to countries such as
Ethiopia, Rwanda, Liberia, and Israel, attending and
researching trials and I’ve been a member of the trial
training teams.
Have you learned something from the organization?
Yes. It allowed me to develop my skills as a lawyer and
helped me determine my current career path.
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Do you like volunteering at LWOB?
I love working at LWOB and it was an interesting experience
because I was able to watch the organization grow. It was
great because I was growing with the organization.
Would you encourage others to volunteer for LWOB?
Yes, I would definitely encourage volunteers to help out! I
think the basic skills one needs are dedication, passion, and
strong research skills (if you are a lawyer). However, other
professions should definitely help out as well! Several years
ago, my brother, who is not a lawyer, created the designs for
LWOB’s anti‐corruption materials in Africa that are still in
use today.
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Chang Yen Loh is a lawyer practicing in Malaysia.
What were you doing when you first
signed up to volunteer for LWOB?
I used to live in Kenya and being in Africa
really open my eyes. I passionately wanted
to do something, so I checked out the
United Nations Volunteer site (onlinevolunteering.org) and
found out about LWOB. It was a long time ago and, if I recall
correctly, that was in July 2002 or earlier that I joined LWOB.
What is your work for LWOB?
My work is confined to researching for internship postings for
their “opportunities” page at the LWOB website.
Did the expansion of Internet help you doing your volunteer
work? Yes, the internet helped me find LWOB and helps me
now with my work for the organization.
What do you hope to accomplish through your volunteer work
with LWOB? Did you learn something from your volunteer
work with the organization?
I am happy I could contribute in a small way to a bigger cause.
While researching for internship posts, I gain valuable insights
into human rights works around the world. After seeing what’s
out there, I have learned to overlook many things in life and
improve my own perseverance.
What advice do you have for other volunteers?
101% dedication, having an interest in helping people, and
believing in the cause of the organization you are volunteering
for. Make time to volunteer, don't volunteer only because you
happen to have some spare time.
In what areas do you think LWOB should expand?
I know LWOB does extensive work in Africa, I would like to see
the organization expand to Asia.
What has kept you volunteering for such a long time?
I am happy that my little role is able to support LWOB’s works.
When you are happy, it is not a task.
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Former Prosecutors
Before becoming a partner in the
litigation department of Shearman &
Sterling’s San Francisco office,

Andrew Sacher

is a staff attorney at the New York office of
McDermott Will & Emery LLP. He has had an intrepid career, spending seven
years as a criminal prosecutor in the Bronx and three years in Japan working
as a general counsel for an international health company. In his pro‐bono
work for LWOB, he found the opportunity to merge his passions for both
criminal law and international affairs. “I had a month off from work, so I
looked up ‘pro‐bono international criminal,’” he says of his discovery of LWOB. “Google is your
friend.” The rest is history. In 2011, Sacher spent time as an observer for the long‐running Caprivi trial
in Namibia. He worked to engage people on both sides of the Caprivi trial, all the while maintaining a
neutral role. “It changed me both as a litigator and as a person,” Sacher says of the experience. He
continued his involvement with the case after his trip, leading the preparation of a report on criminal
law reform in Namibia. His pro‐bono LWOB work on the matter is ongoing with legal fellow Thomas
Lieby, and McDermott Will & Emery LLP attorneys Katie Bluestone, Roozbeh Gorgin, Christopher
Miller, Kari Prochaska, and Sharon Stone. Sacher advises attorneys interested in pro‐bono work to
“dive in, get involved.” To assuage any doubts about readiness, he adds that he felt very prepared for
his work in Namibia, despite never having been to Africa. He plans on continuing his overseas work
with LWOB next year by joining the training session for judges and attorneys in Liberia.

“It changed me
both as a litigator and as a person”
-ANDREW SACHER

Patrick Robbins was an
Assistant U.S. Attorney in the Northern
District of California (San Francisco) for
ten years, prosecuting a variety of corporate fraud
cases (involving securities, commodities, mail and wire
fraud, insider trading, money laundering, theft of
trade secrets and obstruction),
as well as organized
A. RUDMAN
crime, narcotics, firearms and juvenile crime. For the
last several years now, Patrick has been a regular
senior trainer at LWOB’s trial advocacy trainings in
Kenya training judges and prosecutors focused on
best practices in gender violence and corruption
prosecutions.
“Our trial advocacy training with LWOB in Nairobi was
one of the best professional experiences of my
life. LWOB has been a true partner to Shearman &
Sterling in Africa, and in our common goal of providing
legal support and resources to pro bono organizations
and governments around the continent dedicated to
the rule of law.”

Patricia Bobb served as Assistant States Attorney for Cook County in the Felony Trial Division. She has been a volunteer senior member of
LWOB’s trial advocacy training corps for over five years. She has taught, spoken, and written for various bar associations and advocacy programs for
over 35 years, including the National Institute of Trial Advocacy (NITA), the American Bar Association, and the American Trial Lawyers association.
Currently she is the principle of the firm Patricia C. Bobb and Associates in Chicago. About her time volunteering with LWOB she states:
"Teaching in Africa through LWOB has been one of the most life‐altering experiences I have had in almost 40 years of practice as a trial lawyer. It has
given me a new perspective about what a "small" big world it is and how united we are in our desire to provide passionate, effective advocacy for our
clients in the courtroom."
Anne Rudman

has spent the last 10 years doing criminal defense work following a career of 25 years prosecuting with the New York District

Attorney’s office. She is also the new chair of the board of Lawyers Without Borders. Her commitment to LWOB started in 2007, when she
volunteered for an assignment in Liberia to conduct a trial advocacy training program on due diligence. Since then, she has faced challenges and
confronted difficult situations to ensure these trainings took place. Anne is an inspiring figure, reflecting a passionate spirit, full of innovation and
creative ideas.

Where are they now?
Erica Duncan: Administered LWOB’s First Trial Advocacy Paige Berges is a senior associate at the New York office of
Training (Liberia)
I was introduced to Lawyers Without Borders in 2005
during my first year as a law associate and have been
involved with the organization ever since. In 2005, I
played a lead role in organizing and launching LWOB’s first
trial advocacy training, a weeklong workshop for judges
and lawyers in Monrovia, Liberia. At the time, I was so happy to use my
law degree in a way that could affect positive change in the world.
Observing the dynamic Christina also planted seeds that I might one day
be able to have my own company. Throughout the years, I’ve kept in
touch with LWOB, getting involved how I can. When I moved to London,
Christina often met me for tea and without much convincing recruited me
to assist on various projects. Earlier this year I took the plunge and
started my own business, a full‐scale travel concierge company that
arranges tailor‐made trips for individuals and groups. Since then, Christina
and I have discussed how my company can support LWOB trial
observations abroad. I continue to be inspired by LWOB and the amazing
work that it does throughout the world and look forward to getting
involved in future projects with the organization.

Lawyers Without Borders Inc.

Nixon Peabody LLP. She began her work
with LWOB as a junior associate at Shear‐
man & Sterling. Her first work with
LWOB was on free and fair elections in
2006. She remarks, “I was wowed that I
could be part of something like that, that
my ideas were actually in there, and helping people make a
difference.” After returning from a sabbatical she resumed life
at the law firm and the work of LWOB was even closer to her
heart. She joined a team creating a conflict resolution training
for laymen, which was launched in a workshop at the United
Nations. “The best part about working with LWOB is that you
are asked to be creative, to create materials from your own
experience and your own imagination. I began to really believe
that, hey, I can make a difference.” Berges will continue her
volunteering with LWOB by assisting with a training session for
judges and attorneys in Liberia in Spring 2014.
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Partners , Associates and In‐House Counsel
A key component to the success of LWOB is the commitment and dedication of members of those global law firms whose pro bono
commitment is singular and outstanding. In this issue, we recognize those senior counsel and partners of the firms in a supportive
relationship with LWOB who have taken leadership roles in LWOB projects or programming. Their commitment is very personal on an
individual level but echoes their firms’ commitment to pro bono. They play an important role implementing the firms’ corporate social
responsibility agenda in a very personal way. In order of appearance, proceeding clockwise, those lawyers are: Stephen Hibbard
(Shearman & Sterling ), Ellen Rosenthal (Pfizer), Pierre Brochet (McDermott Will & Emery LLP), Michael Ginsberg (Jones Day), Joel
Cohen (Gibson Dunn), Lance Croffoot-Suede (Linklaters), and Someera Khokhar (White & Case).

Joining the ranks of the partners as key components to LWOB programming are those associates, counsel, and of-counsel who work
closely day to day on programming details, directly overseeing several associates and trainees at a time. They include: Titia Holtz
(Linklaters), John Adams (Shearman & Sterling), Malini Moorthy (Pfizer), Charlotte Doerr (McDermott Will & Emery LLP),
Adam Samarillo (Shearman & Sterling), Mark Handley (Gibson Dunn), Andrew Sacher (McDermott Will & Emery LLP), Johanna
Rousseaux (Jones Day), and Theano Manolopoulou (Reed Smith).

Senior Lawyers and Lawyers Abroad
Justin Perl is a partner
at
Maslon
Edelman
Borman & Brand in
Minneapolis.
After
deciding to branch out
into international pro
bono work, Perl researched many human
rights organizations and decided that the
"intimate, hands‐on" nature of LWOB's
programs resonated most with him. Perl's
work with LWOB has been diverse; he has
helped solicit volunteers for LWOB from large
law firms.
His most memorable experience, however, has
been his service as a trial observer in the
Caprivi treason trial. "While I am not naive
enough to believe that my presence there will
change the world," he says, "it does provide
hope to the defendants and helps keep the
trial running smoothly, a far better alternative
than before this emerging democracy was in
place."

Steven Oates is an
English solicitor who worked
for 35 years at the
International Labour Office
(ILO) in Geneva, Switzerland.
Before volunteering with
LWOB he worked with the non‐profit Social
Accountability International. He first learned of
LWOB at a Harvard Law School reunion in
2010, when he attended an event on not‐for‐
profit volunteering at which LWOB member
Roger Pugh was presenting. Mr. Oates
currently lives in Geneva and has represented
LWOB in many Geneva meetings including
events organized by the UN, UNHCHR, and ILO.
His extensive experience with both global
human rights issues as well as multilateral
systems have made him an asset to LWOB.
"The LWOB agenda fits nicely for me," he says,
because it gives him "the chance to include a
focus on social justice in the context of the
LWOB's broader weltanschauung."

Roger Pugh has been a
member of LWOB’s advisory
board since 2003. He is a UN
NGO Representative for LWOB,
and has participated in many
UN events on behalf of the
organization. He attends weekly briefing
sessions at the UN for their Department of
Public Information. At those meetings, he
typically poses questions relevant to LWOB’s
mission and projects. After meetings, he makes
a point of meeting the session panelists with
LWOB collaboration potential. When asked
about the highlights of his time here, he
responded heartily: "The most remarkable
experience is seeing how enthusiastic and
competent the LWOB volunteers are." Over
the last decade, connections facilitated by
Roger have been responsible for new projects,
partners, volunteers and programming for
LWOB.

Patricia Fuoko—Kenya
I volunteer for Lawyers Without Borders because it is an amazing organization of lawyers giving back and supporting what
matters: rule of law, peace building, and economic development. LWOB allows me to combine my two loves - law and
Kenya. LWOB embodies Margaret Mead’s quote: “Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can
change the world; indeed, it's the only thing that ever has.” LWOB changes the world, one lawyer at a time and I’m
privileged to be a part of it.
Lawyers Without Borders Inc.
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Non‐lawyer Volunteers:
Few people realize how much volunteering from different disciplines plays
an important role in LWOB daily operations. Two are featured below.
Six years ago Steve Dickenson submitted an entry to a call for art submissions for graphics novels work with LWOB. While much of Steve’s
work is compensated, he is a vital part of helping LWOB with pro bono art when it comes to innovative, unfunded initiatives. He most enjoys
explaining to people what he does. They are in awe that not only does he get to draw "comic books" for a living, but that he’s doing something that
“really makes a difference” when he works for LWOB, both on a pro bono or compensated basis. What he’s learned working with LWOB: There are
many instances when he thinks he’s created a certain illustration that really nails a scene, only to have Christina nudge him a little and make it look
even better. “She has great instincts.”
Future: He hopes he will have the honor of being an integral part of LWOB's future projects and enjoys volunteering his services to help LWOB go places with
ideas, materials, and concepts that, for one reason or another, don’t have funding at the experimental phase. Working with LWOB “has been an enormous
learning experience, as well as humbling...you realize your day to day problems pale in significance to the strife and hardships others around the world have to
endure on a daily basis. In a very small way, working with LWOB has given me a sense that I’m helping to right some wrongs.”
We would be remiss not to again acknowledge long time volunteer for ten years now, Ed Gilberto, who keeps us and our documents connected,
technologically ahead of the times, and in sync with each other and the world...all while refusing to accept a penny for the long hours he devotes to
LWOB.

Current Staff Interns and Field Volunteers
Emily Strauss

Christina Storm

Special Counsel

Executive Director/
Founder

Amelia Hirst
Program Manager

Allen Segur
Financial Manager

Thomas Lieby
Manager - Trial
Observations

Sarah Welch
Program Manager

Eva Jacobson

Daniel Foster

Program Administrator

Senior Counsel / Program
Manager

Michael Knortz

Jessica Ryckman

Fellow

Special Counsel/
Program Manager

Jayhon GhassemZadeh

Felicity Kirk

Fellow

Pro Bono Director
(London)
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